and risperidone plus 9-hydroxyrisperidone are dose proportional over the dosing range of 1 to 16 mg daily.

One thing that owners of the Tesla Model S like to do is take them to drag strips and race them against these huge American gas-guzzling muscle cars.

In Boca Raton, an insurance broker, Life Investors, also has opened an operation in behalf of a Manitoba company.

After the sentencing Det Insp Sarah Robinson of Cleveland police said: "Drugs blight the everyday life of many people in our communities."

Soldiers, if you will of the state, and the arrogance, secrecy and us against them mentality is part of the role of the state.

You'll find my face in a warm snuggly bed because there's not a miracle gel.

I cannot imagine how many people pursue one thing or another (entry) in this world, to utterly fail by being distracted by 100,000 other options we have to measure temporary success.

Does to adapt and survive is to promote the consumption of cocaine in Colombia, subsidizing it, installing...